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We show that functions of two complex variables which are symmetric and
holomorphic on suitable domains can be expanded in locally uniform convergent
series of products of Lame polynomials. The result is based on a more general
expansion theorem for holomorphic functions defined on a two-dimensional
complex manifold which has been given in an earlier paper of the author. 1993

Academic Press, Inc.

1. INTRODUCTION

If we have been given a function of one complex variable which is
holomorphic in the neigborhood of the interval [-I, I] then we can ask
for the convergence properties of its Fourier expansion into a series of
Legendre polynomials. The answer has been known since 1862, when
K. Neumann [5] proved that the expansion converges locally uniformly in
the interior domain of every ellipse with foci at - I and I on which the
function to be expanded is holomorphic. The proof can also be found in
Schiifke [6, Chap. 8], Szeg6 [7, Thm. 9.1.1], Volkmer [10, Sect. I], and
Whittaker and Watson [II, Chap. XV].

There is an analogous question concerning the expansion of a
holomorphic function of Iwo variables into a series of Lame products which
we answer in the present paper. A Lame product is a polynomial in two
variables S,I of the form E(s) E(I), where E is a Lame polynomial. The
system of Lame products is orthogonal over the rectangle [a, b] x [b, c]
with respect to a suitable weight, where a < b < C are given. Hence we can
again ask for the convergence properties of the corresponding Fourier
series expansion of a function g(s, I), which is now supposed to be
holomorphic in the neighborhood of a rectangle. If, for a moment, we
assume that there is a (perhaps very small) neighborhood of the rectangle
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on which the series converges uniformly to g then it follows that g(s, t) is
a symmetric function of its arguments in a neighborhood of the point
(b, b). This is obvious because, by definition, the Lame products are
symmetric polynomials. We show that the converse is also true: if g(s, I) is
symmetric around (b, b) then its expansion into Lame products is uni
formly convergent to the sum g in a certain neighborhood of the rectangle.
In fact, a more precise theorem which is analogous to Neumann's result on
Legendre polynomials holds: every function g(s, I) which is holomorphic
and symmetric on the domain

_{ 2.ls-all/-al
G.. - (s, I) d:: . b I I' I -a c-al

Is-bil/-bi Is-cllt-cl h}
+ + <cos 2y ,

la-blle-bl la-cllb-cl
(1.1 )

where y > 0, can be expanded into a series of Lame products which
converges locally uniformly on G." to the sum g. The above domains
resemble the interior domains of ellipses with foci at a, b and half-axes
((b-a)/2)coshJ and ((b-a)/2)sinhJ if we write these as

{
Iz-al Iz-bl }

ZEe :--+--<coshJ .
Ib-al la-bl

The proof of the theorem depends on the well-known fact that Lame
products are the representations of spherical surface harmonics in
sphero--eonal coordinates. For the convenience of the reader we collect
the definition of Lame polynomials and their relation to sphero--eonal
coordinates and spherical surface harmonics on the two-dimensional sphere
in Section 2. In Section 3 we consider the corresponding notions on a
"complex sphere" which will enable us to apply a more general theorem on
the expansion of a holomorphic function in spherical surface harmonics in
order to obtain our theorem. We close with some remarks in Section 4.

Referring to the literature we mention that the expansion into a series of
Lame products was studied from the standpoint of real analysis by Dixon
[1], Hilb [3], and others. A corresponding expansion of hoIomorphic
functions of two complex variables was given by Yolk [8]. Unfortunately,
his paper is difficult to understand. In particular, his domains of
convergence turn out to be incorrect if we try to give them the standard
meaning.
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2. THE EXPANSION OF SQUARE INTEGRABLE FUNCTIONS
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Sphero-eonal coordinates form an orthogonal system of coordinates on
the sphere

We will work with the sphero-eonal coordinates in the form used by
Erdelyi, Magnus, Oberhettinger, and Tricomi [2, Sect. 15.1.2, (17)].
However it will be convenient to replace the constants a2, h2, c2 appearing
in that definition by - a, - h, - c. Throughout this paper a, h, c denote
fixed real numbers such that a < b < c. We do not assume that these
numbers are negative.

The sphero-eonal coordinates (s, t) of a point (x, y, z) E S with positive
x, y, z are defined as the solutions u = s, u = t of the quadratic equation

x 2 y2 Z2
-+~.+-=0, (2.1)
u-a u-h u-c

where a < s < b < t < c. Conversely, (x, y, z) is given by

2 (s - a)( t - a)
x = ,

(b-a)(c-a)

2 (s-b)(t-b) 2 (s-c)(t-c)
y = (a-b)(c-b)' z = (a-c)(b-c)'

(2.2)

(2.3 )

In this way the part x> 0, y > 0, Z > 0 of the two-dimensional real analytic
manifold S is mapped one-to-one and bianalytically onto the open rec
tangle (s, t) E R = ]a, b[ x ]h, c[.

Let k be a given nonnegative integer and let 01 , ... , Ok be real numbers
different from a, b, c. Then consider the polynomial f(x, y, z) defined by

k (X
2

./ Z2)
f(x, y,z)= TI -0_ +O.-b+-O.- '

i= l 1 a 1 I C

which is homogeneous in x, y, z of degree 2k. A direct calculation shows
that this polynomial restricted to S has the form E(s) E(t) in sphero-eonal
coordinates, where E is a polynomial of degree k with zeros at 0 I' ... , Ok'
The polynomial (2.3) is harmonic if and only if the corresponding poly
nomial E(u) satisfies Lame's differential equation

1( 1 1 1) IE"+- --+--+-- E
2 u-a u-b u-c

),+n(n+ l)u 0
---"---- E = ,
4(u - a )(u - b)(u - c)

(2.4 )
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(2.5 )

with n = 2k and a suitable value of the parameter )" This can be shown as
in Whittaker and Watson [11, Chap. XXIII], where the corresponding
analysis is carried out in the case of elliptic coordinates. Another method
of proof is to separate the Laplace equation on the sphere (the Laplace
Beltrami equation) in sphero-conal coordinates, which leads twice to
Eq. (2.4) with u = sand u = t, respectively. Then A is the separation
parameter. The polynomial solutions of (2.4) are the Lame polynomials.
For every even nonnegative integer n and every integer m = 0, ..., nl2 there
exists precisely one (apart from a constant factor) Lame polynomial of
degree nl2 which has m zeros in the interval ]a, b[ and the remaining
nl2 - m zeros in the interval ]b, c[; see [11, Sect. 23.46]. We denote this
Lame polynomial by E':;.

Let f':;(x, y, z) denote the spherical surface harmonic of the type (2.3)
which has the representation E;;'(s) E;;'(t) in sphero--conal coordinates. It is
easy to show that the system of these spherical surface harmonics is
orthogonal with respect to the usual inner product

for functions fi, f2 on the sphere. Transformed to sphero--conal coor
dinates, this inner product becomes

< >
_~fhf( gds, t)g2(S, t)(t-s)d d

gl,g'R- t S,• 271: a h w(s) w(t)

where w(u) = (Iu - allu - bllu- cl )1/2 and gl' g2 are the representations of
fl' f2 in sphero--conal coordinates, respectively. We normalize the Lame
polynomials in such a way that, for every even nonnegative n, the system
f:'(x, y, z), m = 0, ... , n12, forms an orthonormal basis in the (n12 + 1)
dimensional space of spherical surface harmonics of degree n which are
even with respect to each x, y, z. The orthogonal sum of these spaces is the
Hilbert space of square integrable functions on the sphere S which are even
with respect to each x, y, z. Summarizing we have the following result.

THEOREM 2.1. The Lame products

(E:'<8)E:')(s, t)=E:'(s) E;;'(t), n =0, 2, 4, ... , m =0, ..., n12,

form a system of polynomials which is orthonormal and complete over the
rectangle R = ]a, b[ x ]b, c[ with respect to the inner product <., .>R given
by (2.5). Everyfunction g square integrable ....'ith respect to this inner product
can be expanded into the <" .>R-convergent series

'X.; n/2

g(s,t)~ L L <g,E:'(8)E;;')RE;;'(s)E;7(t),
n~O m~O

1l even

(s, t) E R. (2.6)
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There are similar theorems corresponding to the expansion of functions
on the sphere having one of the remaining seven parities. Then the Lame
polynomials must be replaced by the corresponding types of Lame
functions. However, in the following we limit ourselves to the functions
which are even with respect to each x, y, z. The other cases can be handled
similarly. We remark that the above theorem is a particular case of a more
general expansions theorem proved in multiparameter spectral theory; see
[9, Sect. 6.10].

3. THE EXPANSION OF HOLOMORPHIC FUNCTIONS

We now introduce sphero--conal coordinates on the two-dimensional
complex manifold

which was considered in [10, Sect. 3]. For a point (x, y, z) E Tits sphero
conal coordinates are again defined as the solutions u = 5, U = t of Eq. (2.1).
The numbers s, t are now complex, and it is no longer possible to
distinguish s from t. Therefore we consider 5, t as an unordered pair. The
inverse transformation is again given by Eqs. (2.2). The correspondence
(x,y,z) ....... (s,t) can be made precise in the following way. We call two
points (XI, Y1, zd, (X2, Y2, Z2) E T equivalent if xi = x~, yi = y~, zi = z~ so
that, in general, there are eight points in every equivalence class. Similarly,
we call two points (51' t,), (S2' t 2)E(;2 equivalent if (Sl' td = (52' t 2)

or (5" til = (f2, 52) so that, in general, there are two points in very
equivalence class. Then we have a one-to-one correspondence between
equivalence classes in T and in (;2.

In [10] we considered subdomains

of T, where y is a positive real number and Too = T. By (2.2), we see that
in sphero--conal coordinates these domains correspond to the sets G)'
defined in (1.1). We note that Gy is a symmetric domain in (;2, i.e.,
(5, t) E G), implies (t, 5) E G)" For 0 < f3 < y ~ 00, we have

([b,c]x[a,b])u([a,b]x[b,c])= n G~cG{icG),cGoo=(;2 .
• >0

It is now clear from the remarks above that every function f on Ty which
is even with respect to each x, y, z corresponds to one and only one
symmetric function g on G" by setting f(x, y, z) = g(s, t). It is rather
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obvious that f is holomorphic if and only if g is holomorphic. We will use
only the fact that holomorphy of g implies holomorphy of f so let us give
the proof of this statement for the sake of completeness. Let g be holomor
phic and symmetric on G", and let (.\"0' Yo, zo) be a given point in T y with
sphero-conal coordinates So, to' There are two cases. If So i= to then the
solutions s, t of (2.1) can be chosen as holomorphic functions of (x, y, z) in
a neighborhood of (xo, Yo, zo), which implies that f is holomorphic there.
If So = to then we consider the Taylor expansion of g at (so, so). Since g is
symmetric this yields a sequence of symmetric polynomials g,,(s, t) which
converge uniformly to g in a neighborhood of (so, so). These polynomials
can be written as polynomials in the elementary symmetric polynomials
s + t and st and these are hoiomorphic on T. Hence the functions
f,,(x, y, z) = g,,(s, t) are holomorphic on T and converge uniformly to f in
a neighborhood of (x o, Yo, zo), which shows that f is holomorphic there.

Now consider the Lame products £;;'(s) £~J(t) which are holomorphic
and symmetric on G L = C 2

• Hence the corresponding functionsf~J(x,y, z) =

£;;'(s) £';;(t) are holomorphic on T. They are therefore spherical surface
harmonics of degree n on T in the sense of [10, Sect. 4]. By [to, Thm. 4.12],
the Fourier expansion of every holomorphic function f(x, y, z) on T,. which
is even with respect to each x, y, z into the system f';;(x, y, z) converges
locally uniformly on T,. to the sum f Transforming to sphero-conal
coordinates we now obtain our main result.

THEOREM 3.1. Let g be a holomorphic and symmetric function on the
domain G,., where 0 < y ~ 00. Then the expansion (2.6) of g into a series of
Lame products converges locally uniformly on G,. to the sum g. More
precisely, if 0 ~ IX < f3 <}' then we have the estimate

for (s, t) E G" ~vhere M is a bound for the absolute values of g on Gli .

Since a function g(s, t) which is holomorphic on a neighborhood of
[a, b] x [b, c] and symmetric around (b, b) can be continued holomorphi
cally onto a set G

j
• with }' > 0 sufficiently small, we obtain the following

corollary mentioned in the Introduction.

COROLLARY 3.2. Let g(s, t) be a function which is holomorphic on a
neighborhood of [a, b] x [b, c]. Then its Fourier expansion into a series of
Lame products is uniformly convergent on a (possibly smaller) neigborhood
of [a, b] x [b, c] if and only if its Taylor series expansion at (b, b) is
symmetric ~vith respect to the variables s, t.
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4. REMARKS ON THE MAIN THEOREM
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A theorem similar to that above was given by Yolk [8, Thm. II, p. 227].
However, symmetry of the function to be expanded is never mentioned,
and so this result cannot be true. We note that our variables s, t are related
to the variables z,' used by Yolk by s = Z2, t = e. Yolk works with
domains in the complex plane which are bounded by curves of fourth order
originally introduced by Lindemann [4]. D. Schmidt pointed out to me
that these curves transformed back to our variables simply become ellipses
with foci at the points h, e. The only possible interpretation of Yolk's
convergence domains is then that he uses cartesian products of interior
domains of ellipses where we use the sets G),' However, simple examples
which we do not include here show that we cannot replace the sets G",
by sets of that form in Theorem 3.1. There are however relations between
the sets G y and cartesian products of interior domains of ellipses which we
give below. These relations will then be used to prove a corollary of
Theorem 3.1 which is in the spirit of Yolk's paper.

Consider the cut By of the set G)I belonging to t = h, i.e.,

B)' = {SE C : h(s, h) < cosh 2}'},

where

h
Is-allt-al Is-bllt-bl Is-ellt-el

(s, t) = + + .
Ib-alle-al la-blle-hl la-ellh-el

The set Bl, is the interior domain of the ellipse with foci at the points a, e
and half-axes ((e - a )/2) cosh 2}1 and (( e - a )/2) sinh 2}'. We claim that

for all }' > O. (4.1 )

The proof follows from the inequality h(s, t) ~ h(s, b), which holds for all
complex s, t. To prove the inequality we first remark that it is sufficient to
consider real t. Then, for each fixed complex s, the function h(s, . ) is linear
on each of the four intervals] - 00, a], [a, b], [b, e], [c, 00], and it is easy
to see that it is nonincreasing on the first two of them and nondecreasing
on the last two of them.

Similarly, consider the cuts Ai" Cy of the set G), belonging to t = a and
t = c, respectively. The sets All, e), are interior domains of ellipses with foci
at b, e and a, b, respectively. The inequalities h(s, t) ~ h(s, a) h( c, t) and
cosh 20' cosh 2r ~ cosh 2(0' + r) yield the inclusion

for all 0', r > O. (4.2)
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Combining (4.1) and (4.2) we obtain the following corollary of Theorem 3.1,
in which no explicit reference is made to the sets G./'

THEOREM 4.1. Let g be a holomorphic and symmetric function on By x By.
Then the expansion (2.6) of g into a series of Lame products converges locally
uniformly on AD" X C r whenever (J + r ~ y.
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